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0.ABSTRACT 

 
 

What is Wealth?How do we create Wealth and Wellbeing for ourselves with others and for 
others?If we take a look at History, Wealth was always intertwined with Tangibles.It hasn’t 
changed until today nor will it change in the future.Tangibles are Assets and Assets have 
value.If we take a closer look at the so called “ Super Rich” we see that all their Wealth 
means Tangibles. Land, Forrests, Real Estate,Art, Precious Metals, just to name some.  

With the breakthrough of Blockchain Technology a never before existing Opportunity opens 
for the more general Public to create Wealth.The Model is called a DAO.The Decentralised 
Autonomous Organisation. Human beings have gained, through Blockchain, the ability to 
govern themselves autonomously ,trust-less.Education and courage is needed to form such a 
structure. When achieved huge Wealth Transfer  will occur. 

1.INTRO 

We will keep this simple, pragmatic and to the point. Blockchain Technology was designed 
to be disruptive. Disruption comes from decentralization and autonomy. The DAO or the 
Decentralized Autonomous Organisation, as a structure, was born the same day Blockchain 
Technology was revealed to the public. It is, in our opinion, the most advanced model of 
worldwide human collaboration to date. It is indeed THE NEW ECONOMIC MODEL 
FOR THE 21 CENTURY.The potential of a DAO is enormous and has still to be explored. 
It is given by the Intelligence, the Know-How and the high Moral Standards of its 
contributors. The contributors can make progressive proposals within the DAO targeting 
innovative technologies from different sectors like Energy,Farming,Healthcare,Insurance just 
to mention some examples. The performance of the DAO increases manyfold if it can 
operate in the physical world.And exactly this is what the GEOMA DAO will achieve:Create 
Cashflow and Wealth for its Contributors. 



                                                                         

2.ROADMAP  

 3.The GEOMA DAO 

A DAO, as a governance structure, is not yet well understood by the general public. Most of 
us are so entangled in the current system, that the concept of a DAO seems to be Science 
Fiction. What we do know is that a Corporate structure is built as a model with infinite 
expansion. Infinite expansion is not possible. Due to the structure, such a model will 
definitely fail. But before it does it will do anything to maximise profits. We reached the 
point where expansion gets to a halt. And look with what we are left behind. Take a look at 
our Oceans, our Forrests, our Water, our Food-quality, our Elderly, our Society.It is ,without 
a doubt, not sustainable in the long run.DAO’s are definitely a viable alternative. They could 
change the Economic Landscape for a more conscious future of our Society.  

The GEOMA DAO(geo=earth, ma=management) is nothing else than a Distributed 
Network of Contributors. The DAO is not created for fast profits, it is created to generate 
steady and sustainable growth and it lives, communicates and interacts via Smart Contracts 
on the Blockchain. It will function exactly as Blockchain Technology should:  



1. Disrupting the usual way of Governance.  

There will be no CEO, Upper Management, Middle Management, Lower 
Management a.s.o.The founders should be regarded as pure contributors to the 
Network. Their role is simply to oversee and build the first Ownership mass.  Most 
fund-siphoning from the ICO-Market was done by Companies that had a Pyramid 
structure of governance. This usual type of centralized governance allows individuals 
to create asymmetric information flows resulting in hazardous outcomes for other 
individuals. In other words, this type of governance, coming from a strictly regulated 
World, can easily lead to elaborate scams and manipulation in the, by concept, 
decentralised World of the Autonomous Organisation.  

The GEOMA DAO will become independent of its creators and therefore 
Autonomous.  

2. Proposals are the primary way of decision making within the GEOMA DAO.  

3. Voting upon a proposal for implementation is a must feature of the GEOMA DAO.  

4. The Consensus is created if a predefined percentage of contributors agree upon an action.  

5. For project implementation, Contractors will be appointed by voting.  

6. GEOMA DAO is created to generate real Wealth for its contributors and bring value to 
society.  

7. To avoid Manipulation the GEOMA Coin will be offered only on Decentralised Exchanges.  

                                                                          

 

GOVERNANCE  

Governance is the most important part of a DAO.Most Blockchain Companies have 
centralised governance models.I our opinion this is in conflict with the core definition of 
what Decentralized Autonomous Organisation means.The power and potential of a DAO are 
its members and their ability to perform governance.In order to function 
properly ,governance will be performed through blockchain dApps via a governance 
wallet .Proposals,Voting,Debate,Finance,Vault,Lending will all be part of the wallet.Every 
paperwork performed in the physical World by the third party operators will be given an id 
via the Blockchain and will be accessible by DAO members through the website. 



In case of hazards , like we have seen a lot recently ,power outages or internet shutdowns 
performed by governments, or other causes ,the DAO will have an archive stored on diverse 
servers as a safety measure for the contributors. 
The GEOMA DAO can operate World wide without restrictions.  

Assets need to be evaluated on a yearly basis.We intend to create an AI to perform this task 
in accordance with real market conditions.  

4.The GEOMA Coin  

The GMD -coin should be seen as an Asset backed Token.It gives the Token holder the 
fractional ownership right from the entire Ownership Mass of the DAO. Can it be seen as a 
Security Token?Let’s see what the SEC has to say in it’s Guidelines.As the  Howey test 
indicates, an “investment contract” exists when there is the investment of money in  a 
common enterprise with a reasonable expectation of profits to be derived from the efforts of 
others. Whether a particular digital asset at the time of its offer or sale satisfies the  test 
depends on the specific facts and circumstances. 

Is this an investment of money in a common enterprise? No, because the GEOMA DAO is 
not a Company or a Corporation thus it is not a common enterprise. 

Reasonable expectation of profits to be derived from the efforts of others?No ,because the 
effort is a common effort.Profits are made with projects ,proposed and voted upon by the 
DAO members and are distributed to Coin holders 100%. 

The GMD Coin is build upon the Digibyte Blockchain.DGB is one of the most decentralised 
most secure and fastest PoW Blockchains in the entire Crypto space.We are proud to be one 
of the first projects running on top of  the Digibyte Blockchain.If you want to know more 
about Digibyte inform yourself here.https://www.digibyte.io/        
5.Coin Price 
Only 2.100.000 GMD have been minted.Coins can be bought only with Crypto -
currencies.The price of one coin equivalent to the US Dollar is 10 USD/1GMD.The amount 
is restricted to 1000 GMD/wallet address.The form and functionality of the DAO dictates 
the initial price. 

The currency of choice is DGB. 

 GMD Coins can be acquired also with :BTC,ETH or any other solid Cryptocurrency. 

https://www.digibyte.io/


5.1 Coin Distribution 

Founders will keep 0,1% off the entire coin mass as retribution for their effort.Another 0,4% 
will go to the Marketing Bounty Programs. 99,5%of the coins will be distributed to the 
contributors. 

5.2 Code of Conduct 

During our research on Blockchain Projects ,we where amazed how many scams are taking 
place in this space.It is so horrible that in one of our discussions the term “social 
cannibalism”came up. 

A DeFi Project, as is ours, has to follow in our opinion three distinct steps. 

Phase one is the most sensible.Here comes the integrity of the founders in play.Integrity 
comes from ethical values and is the key for long term success.Founders have to expose 
themselves to potential contributors with the upmost openness and sincerity. 

Phase two depends on the contributors and their understanding.In this phase the DAO 
Association has to be formed with members from the body of contributors.The Association 
has the role of oversight and representation .The Association acts as a good corporate 
citizen and commits to an open dialogue with government authorities and regulators to help 
shape operating conditions. Many in their projects start with an already existing 
Association.In our view the Association has to be formed from the body of contributors 
willing to participate in the final building process of the DAO. 

Phase three is the step when the DAO becomes independent and its governance is done by 
the entire body of contributors through voting. 

The initial funds will be kept in a cold storage wallet visible to all contributors.Founders will 
claim none of the existing funds for themselves.Funds will be spent only for project 
implementation and always backed by invoices and receipts.These will have a Blockchain ID 
and will be accessible to al contributors. 

We will  offer the GMD coin without an ICO.An ICO is a costly procedure and it will eat a 
lot of funds away, funds which could be utilised in Project implementation. 

GMD coins can be acquired through the website using Digi- ID. 

Listing on Exchanges will occur after the Ownership Mass is created .In this way value is 
exchanged for value ,seller and buyer are in a win-win position. 



Good practice requires that no hype should be created, nor pump and dumps, nor “fake it 
till you make it”schemes.It will probably take a little longer to get the necessary 
attention.Thats a small price to pay for a Rock solid DAO.

6.EXAMPLES OF PROPOSALS  

Focusing on Blockchain Technology and Blockchain implementation 

More and more companies will use Blockchain Technology.The GEOMA DAO can act as 
consultant by partnering up with these companies helping them to find the right form and 
functionality for their needs but also develop the final product.This creates of course 
cashflow for the DAO contributors. 

Focusing on Real Estate 

Acquiring Real Estate for resale at a higher price or for store of value with rental options. 

Banks are often margin called and have to sell packages of their asset with a much lower 
price than the actual market price.The DAO can purchase some of these assets and sell them 
in time to market prices.Again cashflow for the DAO contributors is created.Buying 
Apartments and renting them out is another way to create Ownership and cashflow. 

Focusing on Agriculture of the Future 

Agriculture of the Future includes Vertical Farming.A vertical Farm produces clean and 
healthy food with minimum resources .A detailed proposal on vertical farming is standing 
by and can be read by contributors on the DAO’s website.Again a cashflow creator for the 
DAO. 

 

Focusing on clean sustainable Energy 

New Technologies emerged through which Energy is created from as little as horse 
poo.Exploiting this kind of new progressive Technologies creates again cashflow for the 
DAO contributors.Details are found on the DAO’s website. 



7.LEGAL 

The interface between the DAO and the regulated world will be the Geomadao Association. 
Its commitment is to build a reliable and proactive network amongst its members with the 
objective of achieving common goals. 

The Association acts as a good corporate citizen and will represent the DAO’s interests 
before government authorities and regulators . 

The Association is committed to behaving in an ethical and professional manner that will 
reflect well on the DAO on  itself and on the industry as a whole and to encouraging others 
to do likewise.  

The Association earns trust by having an excellent professional reputation, acting as an 
honest ambassador and representative of  the blockchain industry . 

The Association is committed to complying with all relevant laws.   

 The Association does not assist any person in activities aimed at money laundering, 
financing of terrorist activities and corruption, or intended to breach tax obligations.  

The Association keeps accurate records of its business activities.  

Once the Governance Wallet is deployed the Association commits to the voting power of the 
DAO and implements its Will. 

The Association conducts its activities with a view towards long-term economic 
sustainability in the blockchain industry.   

The Association only promises and commits on what it can deliver.  

The Association seeks a constructive, transparent and open dialogue with its members and 
the community based on fairness and mutual respect.  

Any contributor to the DAO can become a member of the Association by performing a KYC 
and AML procedure. 

 
 



8.FOUNDERS 

 

  Arthur Fleischer-Business Architect 

  

 

 

Florin Vranceanu -Business Lawyer 

The DEV Team comes from the DGB community 

these are people which enjoy their privacy but are 100% there when needed 

 

  

Bounty driven Marketing.Anyone can contribute   



                                                                                        CONCLUSION 

This is an “as simple as it gets”business model using DeFi and Blockchain Technology to 
create distributed wealth.The initial contribution stays intact while it generates benefits. 
Using real assets, combined with a DAO governance structure ,makes the model fail 
resistant.Looking into the near future, where robots will have replaced a big part of the 
workforce, we can see DAO’s owning a part of the robot workforce.Should people fail to 
organise themselves thou, as DAO’s, the entire wealth produced would fall once again into 
the hands of the 1%.Global Universal Income has passed the stage of just being an idea.This 
is in our opinion one of the most regressive ideas in human history.Imagine sitting 
around ,doing nothing, waiting on some form of income totally controlled by governments 
and corporations.That is material for horror movies.That is why we should give it a try and 
succeed in our endeavour .


